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Nonstationary energy changes of Sun’s state in the photon gravipo-
tential will double the classical gravitation bending of light rays. The
measured light bending and the gravitational red shift correspond to
the Mach mechanics in the flat three-space, which is common for curved
proper space-times of considered objects. The nonrelativistic gravito-
mechanical equations in the partial derivatives may be compared with
Euler’s equations for nonstationary fluid.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv
As known, the observed light deflection by the Sun is nearly twice what
Newton’s static eld predicts [1]. This was considered as an argument for an
employment of the curved three-space in the conventional theory.
Nevertheless, below we examine 3D geometry via the Fermat variational
principle [2] for light rays in three-space with a metric tensor γij  gigjgoo− gij
(i; j = 1; 2; 3, gi  −goig−1oo ), which is formally related to all components of
the metric tensor g (;  = 0; 1; 2; 3) of a curved space-time. For light in
a central gravitational eld,
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(1− 2GMu)−γdr2 + r2d’2 (r = r(), ’ = ’(),
and # = =2 are the spherical coordinates; u = u()  r−1, c = 1), under
















Here we omit the term with gi by studying rays near the Sun (GM = 1; 476km).
Conventionally, one could start from the idealized proposal of Newton’s grav-
itation that the covariant energy component ko() of the photon four-momentum
k = fko; kig is independent from the parameter of motion  and the gravita-
tional center (supposed unaected by the photon with ko  M) holds also its
potential energy [2]. Then the variations of (1) with respect to u() and ’()
























A family of solutions, u  r−1 = r−1o sin’ + GMr
−2
o (1 + cos’)(1 + γcos’),
for both these equations might be found in weak elds, if one ignores all terms
quadratic inGMr−1o  1. A propagation of light from r(−1) =1; ’(−1) = 
to r( ! +1) ! 1; ’( ! +1) ! ’1 would correspond to the angular
deflection, ’1 = −2GMr−1o (1 + γ), from the initial light direction. This result
coincides with the predictions of the other relativistic methods [3], and it might
pretend to explain the measured deflection, −1; 6600 0:1800 [1], of light rays by
the Sun (ro = 6; 96 105km and 4GMr−1o = 1; 75
00) at γ = 1.
But the accepted Schwarzschild’s solution with the three-interval at γ = 1
leads to the unresolved conceptual problems [4] in general relativity [5]. Below
we try an alternative explanation of the light experiments by keeping a plane
three-space in curved four-spaces. Note that we postulate Euclid’s geometry
only for the three-space, i.e. we demand the partial equalities γij  gigjgoo −
gij  ij for every considered object. But all components of the proper metric
tensor for a considered object remain determined by a particular distribution
of external matter for this object, i.e. g 6= diag (+1;−1;−1;−1). In other
words the three-space with universal Euclid’s geometry may be common for all
objects, while curved space-times are dierent pseudo-Riemannian manifolds for
dierent objects.
A curved path of a considered particle (photon, for example) near the Sun
is not partially a result of the curved three-space, but is exclusively a deflec-
tion from Euclidean straight lines due to the three-momentum, pi (or ki), re-
orientation under the gravitational interaction. The total three-momentum of
the two interacting objects remains independent from their common motion pa-
rameter  due to compensating changes of Sun’s three-momentum, pMi . In
other words, the Sun is not an idealized static center, but a coupled non-
stationary partner for every selected particle (m gains the proper potentialp
gmoo = 1−GMu, while M gains
p
gMoo = 1−Gmu).
One may demand conservation only for a total covariant four-momentum of
a closed system,
P(r[]; ’[]) + (r[]; ’[]) = P(r[o]; ’[o]) + (r[o]; ’[o]) (4)
(where  = k for a photon, ko = goo(k
o− giki), 0 = kk  goo(ko− giki)2 −
γijk
ikj  g−1oo k
2
o − ijk
ikj , ki = −ko(gi + g
−1=2
oo ijdx
j=dl), ki = kog
−1=2
oo dxi=dl,
or  = p for a rest-mass object, po = goo(p
o − gipi) = m
p
goo=1− v2, m2 =
pp












oo −m2ijdxj=dl), rather than the independent energy (the
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above mentioned idealization for Newton’s gravitation) or momentum conser-
vations for each of the two coupled parts of one united system.
In general, the total Universe is the only closed system because all material
objects are involved into gravitational interactions. The conservation law (4)
corresponds to Mach’s mechanics with the mutual motion of the selected mass
and the "rest" of the Universe [6]. There are no xed or static external gravi-
tation elds for photons or freely moving particles in principle, and one should
not use the proposal ko() = const or po() = const without determining an
appropriate level of approximations for any particular problem.
According to the universal conservation (4) one can nd nonstationary chan-
ges of the energy component o() near the large mass M in the rst approxi-
mation,









with neglecting the gravitational interaction of the considered particle with all







the three-velocity changes (v2
M
/ 2o=M
2) of the gravitational center, which
may be considered for the approximations used in (5) as a motionless object
with nonstationary (due to the nonstop energy exchange with a probe particle)
potential energy. The relation (5) describes the gravitational red shift for pho-
ton’s energy (frequency) that is associated with the compensating changes in
the potential energy of the external mass M.
Due to (5) we should use ko() = [1 + GMu()]  const in the Fermat
principle for consideration of light from distant sources, u(o ! −1) ! 0.
Then two-dimensional variations with respect to u() and ’() under γ = 0 in













Their solutions in weak elds, u  r−1 = r−1o sin’ + 2GMr
−2
o (1 + cos’),
correspond to the angular deflection ’1 = arcsin[−2GMr−1o (1 + cos’1)] 
−4GMr−1o from the initial light direction. This deflection coincides with the
measured results [1] and it was obtained under the flat three-space.
The same Euclid’s metric for the three-space may be found from the known,


















where ds2 = goo(dx
o − gidxi)2 − dl2 = d2 − v2d2. This conservation law for
photons, ko()g
−1=2
oo r2d’=dl = const, could lead to the incorrect equation (2)
under the incorrect proposal ko() = const. But making use of the gravitational
red shift (5), one can rewrite the angular momentum conservation for photons
under the Euclidean three-interval with γ = 0 and once again derive the path
equation (6).
The classical trajectories of a rest-mass particle in central gravitation eld
will also exhibit the double Newton’s deflection if one takes into account Mach’s
nonstationary energy changes of the attracting center. For the non-relativistic











 m(1−GMu+2−1v2) + M(1−Gmu). This doubles values
for total parametric dierentials, dv2() = 4GMu2()dr(), as compared to





1− v2m  m(1−GMu+ 2
−1mv2). It is precisely these total
parametric dierentials that are responsible for the nal gravitational bending
of particle’s beam under the classical consideration, for example [7].
Nevertheless, the Machian formalism (below developed from (4) in the par-
tial derivatives) leads to Newton’s law of universal gravitation with the conven-
tional acceleration, GM=r2, of a freely falling body. The point is that Machian
equations in the partial space-time derivatives ought to be derived under a
general metric-velocity condition gV
V  = 1 for both relativistic and nonrel-
ativistic matter. Such restriction for the bound space and time variables under
arbitrary motion (dx = V ds, dx = Vds, d







ij = ij , V = g
m
V
 , vi = ijv
j = ijdx




o − gmi dx
i) = d  dm and gm are the proper time and the proper
metric tensor, respectively, for a selected object with the mass m) is related to
the pseudo-Riemannian geometry of the proper space-time manifold x  xm.
In order to derive the Machian dynamical equations at rst we consider
changes of the four-velocity V of a probe particle, for which dp = mdV and
dV=ds  V rV  V (rV − rV)  V (@V − @V), because Γ =
Γ. One can use V  fVo;Vig  f
p
gmoo + 2
−1v2;−vig and V   fV o;V ig 
f(gmoo)
−1=2+2−1v2; vig for the nonrelativistic limit in a frame of a center of mass,




= −MdV Mo =mds and dVi=ds = V




−1v2) + vj(@jvi − @ivj) = −MdV Mi =mds.
Now one can dierentiate the rst integral (4) with respect to the com-
mon parameter , (mdV m =ds)(ds=d) = −(MdV M =dsM )(dsM =d), by taking
into account ds=d  ds
M


















 dxo  dt. The nonrelativistic
Machian mechanics for nonstationary energy and momentum exchange between

































































The last equation provides, in particular, a known relation m!2jxmj =
M!2jx
M
j for a uniform circular rotation of the system around its center of





gmoo = - M@M
p
gMoo, @  @=@x  @=@xm, @M  @=@xM and dv=dt
= @tv + (vr)v = @tv + 2−1@v2 - v  curl v.
The couple of equations (9)-(10) allows to study, in particular, a free radial
fall for a two-body problem, when
p
gmoo = 1−GMU ,
p
gMoo = 1−GmU , U−1 
R = jxm−xM j, dxm=dt = vm  v, and dxM =dt = vM . In this case the external
mass M in (9) provides Newton’s free-fall acceleration @tv = −GMR=R3 due to
the homogeneity, @m(1−GMU+2−1v2) = 0, of the potential and kinetic energy
for the small mass m under its attraction by a large mass M . It is particularly
remarkable that the nonstationary kinetic energy changes of a probe particle
in (9) are determined by the energy changes of the external mass M in the
probe particle potential, M
p
gMoo = M(1−GmU), rather than by the proper
potential energy changes, m
p
gmoo = m(1−GMU). The formal coincidence
of these potential energy changes, M(1−GmU)  m(1−GMU), in the two-
body problem has made the Machian mechanics unemployed in the conventional
theory.
Again, the universal geometrical equalities, V orVo  −V irVi, under
the motion in the united four-dimensional pseudo-manifold are the reason why
po() = mVo() can not be a universal constant along the path, despite a partial
conservation V irimVo = 0 for a considered object. Under this conservation
one nds that mdVo=ds  mV rVo = mV oroVo  −mV iroVi  @tmv2=2.
The united space-time geometry is not intrinsic for Newton’s gravitation, which
is based on idealized proposals, including po() = const. Would nonrelativistic
motion in general relativity be refereed to Mach’s "Science of Mechanics", rather
than to Newton’s "Principia", the three-space might stay flat in the original
covariant equations [5].
But modern theorists declare against the flat three-space in curved space-
times,
bypassing the Mach principle, which can be observed in practice for a three-
dimensional evolution of any closed system. The Machian gravitomechanical
equations (9)-(10) are similar to the accepted Euler’s equations (1755), many
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times veried for nonstationary fluid, and Mach’s opponents should have very
reliable arguments in order to criticize his theory. Note, for example, that any
changes of the probe particle velocity vi in (9)-(10) in the absence of external
masses, M ! 0, may be possible, in principle, only when m = 0. And there are
no inconsistency with Mach’s particular statements about inertial properties of
bodies in empty space.
In conclusion it may be said that the measurements of both the gravitation
bending and the red shift for photons may be considered as practical tests of
the Machian mechanics (4)-(10) in the flat three-space, but under the pseudo-
Riemannian geometry of the proper space-times. The Machian conservation law





under rotation of a closed system. Euclid’s 3D geometry satises the observed
conservation of a system three-momentum (or its angular momentum) at all
points of three-space. The homogeneous conservation law for a sum of the three-
vectors is possible, in principle, only for common three-spaces with constant
curvatures (positive, negative, or zero). But only the universal Euclidean three-
space can open new perspectives, for example [8], to unify the gauge invariant
constructions in gravity and electromagnetism.
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